
Exposing How Donald Trump
Really Made His Fortune

In March 2011 Forbes estimated Donald Trump's net worth*
to be $2.7 billion, with a $60 million salary. Many praise* and
analyze his “success” as if it were self-made, and they fail* to
attribute the proper credit to others in society where it is
deserved. Despite what Trump may claim*, his success
would have been in no way possible without his father, the
general public, and the US government. 

Trump was born in New York City in 1946, the son of real
estate tycoon* Fred Trump. Fred Trump’s business success
not only provided* Donald Trump with a posh youth of private
schools and economic security but eventually blessed him
with an inheritance worth an estimated $40 million to $200
million. It is critical to note, however, that his father’s
success, which granted Donald Trump such a great advantage, was enabled and buffered* by governmental
financing programs. In 1934, while struggling* during the Great Depression, financing from the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) allowed* Fred Trump to revive his business and begin building a multitude of homes in
Brooklyn, selling at $6,000 apiece. 

In 1974 Donald Trump became president of his father’s organization. During the 15 years following his ascension, he
expanded and innovated the corporation, buying and branding buildings, golf courses, hotels, casinos, and other
recreational facilities*. In 1980 he established The Trump Organization to oversee* all of his real estate operations.

Trump eventually found himself in serious financial trouble. The survival of the company was made possible only by
a bailout pact* agreed upon in August of that same year by some 70 banks, allowing Trump to defer* on nearly $1
billion in debt. If it were not for the collective effort of all banks and parties involved in that 1990 deal, Trump’s
business would have gone bankrupt and failed.

Despite the clear societal and governmental assistance described above, Trump continues to be outspoken in his
criticism of government. In his book The America We Deserve, Trump explains that “the greatest threat* to the
American Dream is the idea that dreamers need close government scrutiny and control. Job one for us is to make
sure the public sector does a limited job, and no more.” This quote proves to be particularly ironic when considering
Trump’s success.

From the moment of his birth, Trump was set up for success. The large inheritance left to him by his father, coupled
with the contributions and the protections of society and the US government made his ascension to the Forbes 400
list almost inevitable. Nevertheless, Trump fails to recognize this phenomenon and continues to express his belief
that he did it alone.
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Excerpt from The Self-Made Myth: The Truth About How Government
Helps Individuals and Businesses Succeed , by Brian Miller and Mike

Lapham (Berrett-Koehler, 2012). 

a net worth : valeur nette / patrimoine
to praise : celebrate
to fail  to + BV # fail : échouer
to claim : prétendre
a real estate tycoon : magnat de l'immobilier 

to provide so. with sthg. : fournir qqch. à qq”un.
to struggle + BV : lutter pour
to buffer: amortir
to allow so. to do sthg: permettre à qq'un de faire qqch.
Recreational facilities: infrastructures de loisir

to oversee: to manage 
a bail out pact: un contrat pour le tirer d'affaire
to defer: reporter
a threat : une menace. 

1- Look at the cartoon. What can you guess about the cartoonist's opinion of Donald Trump? Justify with two visual elements. 

2- Read the headline and compare it the the cartoon. What do they both imply about Donald Trump's fortune? 

3- Highlight in the text :

O elements that refer to Trump's fortune amount O elements that indicate where his fortune comes from 

O elements that refer to government or banks actions

4- Based on your findings for Question 3, is Donald Trump a self-made man? 

5- Focus on the following quote:  “Despite the clear societal and governmental assistance described above, Trump continues 
to be outspoken in his criticism of government.”

a-  How can you reformulate the word ' despite' in English? 

b- Is Trump in favour of government's scrutiny and control over people's and companies' finances? 

c- What is the irony in his position? 

HELP!  WATCH: A clip from "Suppressed Trump," the documentary Donald Trump didn't want anyone to 
see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fp56vMexDDU


